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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is twofold: to simplify and to generalize 
the proof of this remarkable theorem recently proved by D. S. Ornstein 
in [I]. 
The main simplification in Part I is in Lemma 4. This lemma is 
also proved without the assumption that the transformation T is mixing 
and thus enables us to get Sinai’s theorem [2] to its full extent. Another 
generalization is achieved in Lemma 1, where we do not assume that 
the partitions are necessarily finite, and thus we get the isomorphism 
theorem for Bernoulli shifts with the same finite entropy but a possibly 
countable number of states. 
The second part is simplified by the fact that we use a weaker form 
of approximation lemma to establish the isomorphism. 
Notations, De$nitions: 
I. (Q, 5, p) is nonatomic, Lebesgue probability space. T is 
invertible, measure preserving ergodic transformation on it, having 
finite entropy. 
2. P, P, P,Q, R, S ... denote finite or countable ordered measur- 
able partitions on G, having finite entropy. P v Q is ordered lexicogra- 
phical1y.l 
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3. rr, rr’ **I denote probability vectors. 
4. If P = (P’ *.* P’” e-e), then d&(P) = (&PI) ,..., y(Pk) e-e), i.e., 
it is the probability vector of the sets of the partition. 
5. / P - Q 1 = Ci ,@AQ”). 
6. [n--d( =CiIpi--Pi’i,where~=(pl...pk...). 
7. P 1 Q means that P is a refinement of Q. 
8. P3cQo3RCPsuchthat [R-Q1 <E. 
9. P 1 Q means P is independent of Q. 
10. P I’(2 o xi / p(Pi/Qj) - p(Pi)j < E; for all but a set of 
atoms of Q whose union has probability less than E. 
11. The sequence (finite or infinite) PI , Pz ,... is E-independent 
if for all n P, J-6 Vyz: Pi . 
12. h(r) = -C pi log pi * 
13. h(P) = h(dist P). 
14. W’lQ) = Cj P,(P) W’/Qj). 
15. h(P, T) = limn+m h(P/Vy=“=, TYP). 
16. h(T) = sup, h(P, T). 
17. s(P) = V”, Tip. 
PART I 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a partition, h(P) < co. For given 1 > c > 0, 
36(e) > 0 such that, if h(P/Q) > h(P) - 8(c), then P i_‘Q. 
Proof. h(P) - h(P/Q) = Cj p(sj) . ai, where 
,4WQ9 > o aj = c p(Pi/sj) 1% Jq- ' . 
i 
Assume that h(P) - h(P/Q) < Si4 = 6; then &<S12 p(QJ’) > 1 - 6i2. 
Now consider Ci xi log xi/vi where C xi = C yi = 1, Xi ; yi > 0. Put 
log Xi/vi = 1 - Y~/x< + pi ; then pi > 0 and xi xi log Xi/vi = C X& . 
Suppose C xipi < 6r2; then C,i<s, xi > 1 - 6, . If 6, is chosen small 
enough, thenp, < 6, implies 1 Xi/vi - 1 1 < c/4, i.e., 1 xi - yi 1 < (6/4)Yi ; 
therefore, &<s, 1 xi - yi 1 < e/4. 
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But 
and, if 36, < $E, then x.i j xi - yi ] < E. Now the proof is completed 
because 6,a < E. 
LEMMA 2. Let E > 0; there exists 6(e) such that if h(P) - h(P, T) < 
6(c), then TiP form an c-independent sequence. 
Proof. h(P, T) < h(P/Vy.“=, TeiP) < h(P); hence 
and the result follows from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose: (a) Pi, i = l,..., n, is an E-independent sequence 
of partitions, (b) 1 dist Pi - n 1 < E, i = l,..., n; then there exist a 
sequence of partitions Pi such that: 
(1) Pi are independent; 
(2) dist pi = a; 
(3) 1 Pi - Pi ( < 3E, i = 1 ,..., n. 
Proof. Suppose we already have partitions p, ,..., p,+r that are 
independent and such that VTGkfl pj 1 Vf=, Pi and dist pi = 7~. 
Consider an atom A E V:zi Pi and the partition induced on it by <, . 
This partition will be the same conditioned on any atom of VFzk+l Pi ; 
therefore, we can change Pk on each atom A in an independent way 
from Vy=, pj to have the distribution rr. By (a) for all the atoms A 
except for a set of probability less than E we have to change P by at 
most 2~ . p(A). It follows that ( 1”1, - P ( 
pendent both of VfLl Pi and Vjn_k+l Pj . 
< 3~. Obviously, Pk is inde- 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that rr is a probability vector and P is a partition 
into k sets such that 
(1) h(r) = h(T), 
(2) / dist P - 7~ 1 < @(e2/3) (6(c) as in Lemma 2), 
(3) h(P) - h(P, T) < +S(c2/3). 
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Then given 6, > 0 we can jind a partition p such that 
(i) / dist P - 7~ 1 < 6, , 
(ii) h(P) - h(P, T) < a,, 
(iii) ) P - P / < 7 . E. 
Proof. We divide the proof into a sequence of steps denoted by 
Roman numerals. We may assume 6, < *6(9/3). 
(I) Let 7~’ be a finite vector such that / n - r’ 1 < S,/4 < &8(c2/3) 
and h(r’) = h(r) + 01 > h(r), 0 < 01 < 6,/4. 
(II) By Lemma 2, TiP forms an E2/3-independent sequence of 
partitions and ( dist P - 7~’ ) < S(e2/3). Therefore, for any n we can 
find a sequence of partitions Pr ,..., P, as in Lemma 3, i.e., independent, 
j Pi - TiP 1 < 9, i = 0 ,..., n - 1, dist P$ = n’. 
(III) Each point w E Q has two “names” which are vectors of 
integers. The P-name is (ii *a* ij e.1 in) if T% E Pii, j = 1 a** n, and 
it is the P-name if w E @. 
(IV) If E, = {w : The P-name of w # P-name in the i-th place) 
and D, = (W : The P-name # P-name in at least e-places}, then 
C p(EJ > e * p(D,). Put e = [nc] + 1 and get nc2 > C cL(Ei) > nep(D,); 
hence, if G, = Dee, p(G,) > 1 - E. 
(V) Let Q be a partition such that Q 3 P and h(Q, T) = h(T). 
(To get it, take any Q’ such that h(Q’, T) = h(T), and put Q = Q’ V P). 
By the McMillan theorem, if n is large enough, we can find a set of 
“good” atoms A, ,..., A, E V:lt TiQ such that L < 2n(h(T)+a/3), p(&) > 
2--n(h(T)+E/3), and, if G, = u&r Ai , then p(Gz) > 1 - Ed . 
(VI) If n is large enough, we can find a set of atoms 
c r ,..., C,, E VT:; Pi such that m > 2n(h(r’)-a/3) = 2n(h(T)+2a/3), p(Ci) < 
2+(h(T)+(2~/3)); each Ci has empirical distribution r(Ci) close l 2 to 7~‘. 
(The empirical distribution is the distribution of the P-name of Ci .) 
And, if G, = lJzi Ci , p(G3) > 1 - l 2 . 
This can be accomplished because of the law of large numbers and 
McMillan’s theorem. 
(VII) Now we assign names to the atoms Ai . First we consider 
these Ai which intersect G, n G, in at least half of their measure. 
Denote their union by G1 ; then p(Gi) > 1 - 2(~ + 2~~). If n is large 
enough, max,,i,,, &Cj) < 3 min,,iGa p(Ai). Therefore, we can assign 
to these Ai a name of some Cj which intersects it, in such a way that 
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different Ai will have different names (use a marriage lemma!). By (IV) 
this name will differ from the P-name in at most E . n places. The 
rest of the Ai are assigned names from the Cj not used previously. 
This can be done because L < m. 
(VIII) Using a theorem of Rohlin we can find a set F’ such that 
F’ TIF’ ,..., T+lF’ are disjoint 
9s; < c.) 
and &y$i TiF] > 1 - Q. (Assume 
Now, P[(~JT~~ TiF’) n Grc] < 3~; therefore, for at least half of the 
indices i, 
p(TF’ n of) < g . (4 
Also, ~[(lJy:~ TiF’) A Gc] < 3~ , where G = G, n G, ; therefore, 
for at least 213 of the indices i 
p[TiF’ n GC] < 94~. (b) 
Hence we can find an i such that (a) and (b) hold together. Put F = TiF’. 
Observe that T+F, i = 0 a.. n - I, are disjoint and 
I 
> 1 - 6~ and 1 > 1-9~. 
(IX) We define p on lJr:t T-i(F n G) and therefore, up to 9E2. 
T-i(F n G) are disjoint and we have to define P on each of them. 
Consider F n A,., where Aj is an atom of VT:: TiQ which is in G. 
If its name has ~11 m the first place, put F n Aj C Pa. If Aj has p in 
the second place, then T-l(F n Aj) C FB, etc. 
Put the rest of Sz in pl. 
(X) Let us check that conclusion (i) holds. Because p(Aj n F) = 
p( T-l(A, n F)) = . . e = p(T-+-l)Ai n F) and Aj has a name with 
empirical distribution e2 close to 7~‘, P is Ed close distributed x’ on 
():I: T-i(Aj n F). Th ese sets partition all Q except a set of measure 
<9rz ; therefore: 
j dist P - n j < / r - rr’ 1 + 1 dist P - n’ 1 < $ + F~ + 9~ , 
and, if l a < 6,/14, we get (i). 
(XI) We now check (iii). If Aj is in G, , then P and p will agree 
on T-i(A, n F) whenever the names agree in the i-th place, which 
will occur more than 12 * (1 - E) times. Therefore, P and P will differ 
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on (JyLi Tei(A, n F) in at most E + p[lJyli Twi(Ai n F)]. Because 
&.ptJ~>‘Pi(AinF)> 1 -E, jP-pl ~7~. 
(XII) Finally we check (ii). Put R = (F, Fc). We claim that 
V;::n+l Ti(p V R) Ys2 Q. S uppose we are in the set TiF for some 
0 < i 6 n - 1; then, with probability at least 1 - 9Es , any atom of 
VTY’ P(I’ V R) will b e in one of the atoms of Ti( Vylt TiQ). Therefore, 
the atoms of V~~~~-’ Tj(p V R) will be in VTIol TjQ, in particular, in 
one of the atoms of Q. Since p((Jrli TiF) > 1 - 9Es , we established 
our claim. It follows that, if 6s is chosen small enough, 
h(p v  R, T) >, h(Q, T) - 4, 
and, if n is so large that h(l/n, 1 - l/n) < 6,/4, we have h(p, T) > 
h(T)-3+/4. B ecause p is finite and ) dist P - 7~’ 1 < 10~~ , if l s is 
small enough, 1 h(p) - h(n’)j < 6,/4. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let P and rr be such that 
(1) h(P, T) - h(P) > &8(~~/3), 
(2) 1 dist P - rr j < @(e2/3), 
(3) h(T) = 44; 
then there exists p such that (i) dist p = rr, (ii) Tip are independent, 
(iii) 1 P - P / < 8~. 
Proof. Let 7 xttl ci = E. Suppose PO , PI ,..., P, is a sequence 
of partitions such that P,, = P and 1 Pi - Pi+1 1 < 7ci, h(PJ > 
Wi , T) - &+1/3)> and / dist Pi - 7~ 1 < @(~f+J3), i = l,..., n. By 
Lemma 4, we can find P,+l such that conditions (1) and (2) hold with 
E,+~ . Thus, we get an infinite sequence of partitions Pi -+ P, where 
dist I’ = 7~ and h(p, T) > h(T). Therefore, Tip are independent. 
As a corollary of Lemma 5 we get 
SINAI'S THEOREM. If h(r) < h(T), th en we can Jind a partition P 
such that: 
(a) dist P = n; 
(b) TiP are independent. 
Proof. We can find a partition Q such that h(Q, T) = h(r). We 
then apply Lemma 5 to (X, g(Q), p, T), where the initial partition is 
any P,, such that h(P,,) - h(P,, , T) < 2. 
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PART II 
LEMMA 6. S pp u ose h(P) = h(Q), TiQ and TiP independent sequences 
of partitions. PC g(Q) and g(P) ls Q. Then, given y > 0, we can find 
a partition Ql C s(P), such that 
(i) TiQ, are independent, 
(4 5(Qd Iy P, 
(iii) \ Q - Q, / < 2r, 
(iv) d&Q = dist Qi . 
Proof. Let Q E g(P) be the partition such that 1 Q - Q / < 6. Let mi 
be integers such that V?A. T’Q ZYi P, ci > 0, i = 1, 2.2 Let n be so large 
that ma/n < l a . Using fiohlin’s theorem, we can find a set FE 5(P) 
such that TiF, --n < i < n, are disjoint and p(uzn TiF) > 1 - l a . 
Let R be the partition (T-“F,..., F,..., TnF, (u”_, T”F)C}. Consider the 
following partition, measurable g(Q), 
ij TiQ v&v i TiP v R. 
-n -n 
(*) 
Because p is continuous on g(P), we can find a sequence of partitions 
9,: E B(P) such that (*> will have the same distribution as the following 
one 
~&vQv ijT’PvR 
-n 
which is measurable g(P). 
Put &a = & and observe that3 
TiQ/ T”+ ‘F = @I TktjF, -n<h+j<n. 
Therefore, dist( V?Ai Tj&/lJ!,yk2 TkF) = dist( VF&( QJ(J~~~& TkF). Be- 
cause V?& T”Q Xc6 P, it follows that VT&. T”Q 3Ec P on UriT&S TkF. 
Therefore, V”, Tk$ Y<i P if c2 < &i . If l ,‘;s chosen small enough, then 
h@, T) - h(P, T) > &6(~,2(3) f or g’ iven Ed > 0. Because dist & = dist Q, 
we can use Lemma 5 to find Q1 C g(P) such that TiQ, are independent, 
dist Qi = dist Q, and ) Qi - & 1 < %a ; assume 3r, < Qy, i.e., g(&) 3s~ P. 
2 Assume q < c2, m, < m, . 
3 P/E is the partition of E induced by P. 
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If ~a is small enough S(QJ 3~ P, and if also 8~~ < E, we have 1 Qr - Q 1 < 
IQ-&l+I&-Qll <E+E. 
THEOREM. TWO Bernoulli shifts with the same finite entropy are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Let QO be a partition such that TiQ, are independent and 
h(Q) = h(r). Using S inai’s theorem, we can find PO C s(Q,,) dist P = r 
and Tip0 independent. We now define two converging sequences of 
partitions Qi and Pi , i = 0, l,... . Using Lemma 6, we can find 
Qi C g(P,) such that s(Qr) Y PO . Using Lemma 6 again we can get 
PI C g(Q) such that s(P,) 3~1 Qi . We choose yi < 2-3 and so small that 
the following holds: there exist m, such that Vy& TiQ, 3a-3+a-4 P,, and, 
if 1 Q2 - Qr / < 2y, , then VT& TiQ2 32-3+2-4+2-5 PO . Using Lemma 6, 
we pick Q2 C 'iI? F(Q,) Iy2 Pl , we choose y2 < 2-4 and so small that, 
if ri is such a number that V?Tl TiPI 32-3+2-4 Qr and 1 P, - PI 1 < 2y, , 
then Vy7 Tip2 32-3+2-4+2-5 Q1 . Next, we choose P, C @Q.J and 
s(P,) 3 Q2 and y3 < 2-4 and so small that, if I Qa - Q2 1 < 27, and 
m2 is such that VT& TiQ2 32-4+a-5 PI , then both VFi, TiQ, 32-3+2-4+2-5 P,, 
and f$,, TiQ3 32-4+2-5+2-6 PI etc. 
The szquences of partitions and the sequences of integers mi , ri thus 
obtained will have the following properties: 
dist t) $?i -9, Pi -+ P, h(P) = h(Q) = h(P, T) = h(Q, T), dist P = 
(;; 
dist Q = dist Q,, . 
) Pi - P / < 2-i-l, 1 Qi - Q 1 < 2-‘-l. 
(cl If j 3 4 
and 
As a consequence of (a), (b), and (c), 
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and, therefore, g(Q) 3 P. In the same way g(P) 3 Q and therefore the 
two Bernoulli shifts 
are isomorphic. 
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